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BTCC Brands Hatch – Tom Ingram – Speedwork Motorsport



Suspense reigned supreme on 1 October at 
the thirtieth and last race of the British Touring 
Car Championship, as regards the award of the 
bronze medal. After a strenuous battle leading 
to 4th place, two places ahead of his direct rival, 
Tom Ingram mounted the championship final 
podium! He also became champion of the inde-
pendents, like his team Speedworks, partnered 
technically by Motul.
So is the BTCC the world's most competitive 
championship for Touring cars? That does ap-
pear to be the case when you count the num-
ber of contenders (30), brands involved  (11) and 
drivers arriving in the same second in qualifying 
on the Brands Hatch big circuit (23)! The regu-
lations are based on  front or rear-wheel drive 

estate cars or saloon cars (hatchback or three 
box) fitted with 2 litre 350 hp engines.
Speedworks has been participating in the BTCC 
since 2011. The first win, bagged by Tom Ingram, 
came in 2016. This year, the Brit has added four 
new successes to his collection. He led in the 
greatest number of laps, can be proud of the 
best average in terms of qualifying results and 
the Toyota Avensis 'made in Speedworks' was 
the best front-wheel drive on the grid.  
'It should be well understood that the level of this 
championship is incredibly high,'  insisted team 
manager Christian Dick. 'We're a small team en-
tering just one car, so we had no room for error.  
We have taken a tremendous step forward this 
year... but it's just a beginning!' 

BTCC
BRANDS HATCH GP

SPEEDWORKS' VICTORIOUS  
INDEPENDENCE

RACE
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Ashley Sutton (Subaru), 372 pts

Colin Turkington (BMW), 351 pts

Tom Ingram (Toyota), 311 pts
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BTCC FINAL RANKING

Tom Ingram
Team Speedworks

Toyota Avensis

12 th



In Super GT, two categories exist side by side, 
so the public gets twice the pleasure every mi-
nute! On 8 October in the Thai round of the cham-
pionship, the only one organised outside Japan, 
Lexus enjoyed double success. In each case a 
team enjoying Motul's technical support was vic-
torious!  Team KeePer Tom’s drivers Nick Cassidy 
and Ryo Hirakawa won in GT500 while  the RC-F of  
team LM CORSA driven by Yuichi Nakayama and 
Sho Tsuboi bagged the win in GT300.
A tropical downpour soaked the track a few mi-
nutes before the start. So choosing the best strate-
gy to meet changes in adherence was decisive. 
Some, like the Motul Autech Nissan GT-R Nismo 

#23, made the mistake of taking the start with 
slicks. Others endeavoured to continue with their 
rain tyres as long as possible so as to pit just once, 
which was the winning choice for the the Lexus 
#21 in GT300. But to mount the podium in GT500, 
it was necessary to start with sculpted tyres and pit 
twice: approaching lap 14 to fit slicks, then twenty 
or so laps latter for the driver change.  
'The team always chose the right timing for the 
tyres and pitstops and when I took over from Nick, I 
never needed to look in my mirrors,'  commented a 
delighted Ryo Hirakawa. Five contenders remain in 
the running in GT500, including four Motul techni-
cal partners...  may the best win!

SUPER GT
CHANG INTERNATIONAL CIRCUIT

LEXUS WINS 
AND LEXUS WINS AGAIN!

RACE
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 Cassidy / Hirakawa (Lexus), 69 pts

Oshima / Caldarelli (Lexus), 63 pts

Matsuda/Quintarelli (Nissan), 61 pts
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STANDINGS

Rio Harakawa - Nick Cassidy
Keeper Tom's

Lexus RC F



From 4 to 10 October, the Morocco Rally was 
far from being a walkover for team Monster Ener-
gy Honda Team, partnered technically by Motul in 
the major cross-country rallies in Motorcycle cate-
gory. Out of the four drivers contending, only Ke-
vin Benavides and Ricky Brabec saw the arrival, in 
second and third places. Their team-mates, Paulo 
Gonçalves and Michael Metge unfortunately had 
to quit and return to Europe earlier than planned. 
Michael Metge was struck down by a virus even 
before taking the start. Paulo Gonçalves stood out 
as a prospective FIM cross-country rallies world 
champion, but injured his hand in stage two.
So Honda and Motul then placed their hopes in 

Kevin Benavides who would have been crowned 
had he won the rally. A small road book mistake 
prevented him from gunning for glory on the last 
day. 'I'm nevertheless pleased with being World 
vice-champion after my hand injury that deprived 
me of the Dakar and compromised my start to the 
season. We still have three months left before the 
next Dakar and although the bike didn't give us any 
trouble we'll still be working.' 
With a sore thoat and a runny nose, a feverish Ricky 
Brabec was under the weather on starting this ral-
ly. But in the end he was the only one to win stages 
for Honda in Morocco, with a first world podium as 
the reward at the arrival!  

FIM CROSS-COUNTRY RALLY 
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP
MOROCCO RALLY 

50% OF TEAM 
ON TWO THIRDS OF PODIUM
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Pablo Quintanilla (Husqvarna), 96 pts

Kevin Benavides (Honda), 94 pts

Matthias Walkner (KTM), 91 pts
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FINAL RANKING

Kevin Benavides
Monster Energy Honda Team

Honda CRF450 Rally



The 20th staging of the Petit Le Mans, contended 
on 7 October at Road Atlanta with Motul as title 
sponsor, provided the opportunity to disclose new 
long term agreements between the red and white 
logo brand and the International Motor Sports  
Association. IMSA governs the major endurance 
series in North America, currently enjoying more 
and more interest on the part of manufacturers.  
As of 2018, Motul will be the official lubricant of the 
IMSA WeatherTech SportsCar Championship and 
of its GT/Touring support series, the IMSA Conti-
nental Tire SportsCar Challenge. Cups rewarding 
the pole winner in the Prototypes and GT Daytona 
categories will also bear the name of the French 
company …with American roots. 

Such action comes in addition to the partnerships 
pre-existing with many circuits and the events 
on the IMSA calendar, such as the Petit Le Mans, 
which traditionally closes the American endurance 
season. At Road Atlanta, Motul rolled out massive 
coverage of the event on social networks. Fans 
had the opportunity to follow as insiders the press 
conference, the awards ceremony and could also 
watch live circuit videos. 
For team Rébellion, partnered technically by Motul 
and twice winner of the event in 2012 and 2013, 
the race was unfortunately stopped at the sixteen-
th hour following a collision. The new look Oreca 
shared by Gustavo Menezes, Nick Heidfeld and 
Mathias Beche was then in the running for the win. 

PETIT LE MANS, BIG AMBITIONS 
FOR MOTUL IN USA

RACE
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Nicolas Prost - Julien Canal - Bruno Senna
Rebellion Racing
Oreca 07 Gibson

IMSA WEATHERTECH  
SPORTSCAR CHAMPIONSHIP
MOTUL PETIT LE MANS - ROAD ATLANTA



The Classic Endurance Racing championship 
forms one of the most iconic 'grids' of the Pe-
ter Auto agency and Motul is its official lubricant 
partner. The series which groups GTs and Proto-
types dating from 1966 to 1981 has just finished 
its fifth round as part of a brand new meet on 
the Hungaroring, near Budapest. It was even a 
great first for a major historic meet in Central  
Europe. 20,000 spectators got plenty for their 
eyes and ears on 30 September and 1 October. 
Many came along with classic cars and motorcy-
cles and in period dress, thus contributing to the 
festive success of the event.  
The CER is divided into two categories, depen-
ding on the age of the cars, all of them conten-

ding in a one hour race. Martin O’Connell brought 
two Chevron prototypes, a 1971 B19 and a 1974 
B26. He took them one after the other to the win 
in CER 1 and CER2.
In GT, the 1979 model BMW M1 driven by Chris-
tian Traber came after the  DeTomaso Groupe 4 
driven by Detlef Von des Lieck and Ralf Kelleners.
Five times winner of the 24 Hours of Le Mans, 
Emanuele Pirro was racing in CER 1 with an Alfa 
Romeo T33/3 and really appreciated this outing 
on Hungarian soil: 'The very slippery tarmac is 
well suited to our classic cars which are made for 
taking corners drifting on four wheels. I really got 
a kick out of driving on this circuit! And the at-
mosphere was fantastic too!'

CLASSIC ENDURANCE RACING
HUNGARORING

FIRST STAGING AND ALREADY 
A GREAT CLASSIC

RACE
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Henrik Lindberg
Porsche 935 K3
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